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Abstract
Integrated analysis of well and geophysical data can provide detailed geologic
interpretation of the subsurface in Osage County, Oklahoma. Systems tracts and depositional
system successions can be interpreted at marginal seismic resolution using well log motif with
seismic reflector character within a depositional context. Shelf-prism and subaqueous, deltascale clinoforms of Missourian age observed in 3D seismic were interpreted with greater
sequence stratigraphic detail when coupled with wireline well logs. The Late Pennsylvanian
Midcontinent Sea was thought to be approximately 150 feet average depth across the southern
Midcontinent during the Missourian Stage, and deepen towards the Arkoma and Anadarko
Basins to the south. Here we show that the Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea floor was in
water depths greater than 600 feet and sloped to the southeast, toward major, southern basins,
during the Missourian Stage in Osage County. Shelf-prism and delta scale clinoforms up to 600
and 300 feet of relief, respectively, were observed in paired seismic and well log cross sections,
thickness maps, and structure maps dipping northwest at 052° strike, upon a basin floor dipping
southeast at 253° strike. Lithologic and sequence stratigraphic interpretation revealed a mixed
carbonate-siliciclastic system comprising of delta, offshore shelf, and carbonate buildup
depositional systems of mesothem, 3rd order sequence magnitude. The observed succession
included: 1) falling stage to lowstand, sand-prone, subaqueous delta, 2) transgressive to
highstand offshore shelf and carbonate bank, and 3) falling stage delta. The depositional
sucession demonstrates how carbonate banks related spatially to terrigenous sediment input in
northeastern Oklahoma during the Late Pennsylvanian because of glacio-eustasy and possible
tectonism.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Clinoform geometries are common stratigraphic architectures in the geologic record,
ranging in scale from individual bedforms to continental margins (Patruno & Helland-Hansen,
2018). Shelf prism clinoforms observed in Osage County, Oklahoma indicated that mid to shelf
edge conditions existed on the Cherokee Shelf during the Missourian (Kasimovian) Stage. The
emphasis of this project was to quantify and describe the observed, shelf prism clinoforms by
tying seismic stratigraphy to wireline logs representative of the Missourian Stage. Seismic
stratigraphy and wireline log motif suggested that clinoforms in western Osage County,
Oklahoma, are tens to hundreds of feet in relief, and approximately 5 to 150 milliseconds (ms)
time-thickness at about 300ms time-depth, on several seismic reflection surveys. The calculated
relief is smaller than typical basin-scale clinoforms and larger than progradational shorelines.
The overarching objective of this project was to illustrate clinoform development in the
Missourian Stage of Osage County, Oklahoma, based on integrated seismic and well log data.
This study builds upon previous work related to and is in conjunction with the Multiscale
Arkansas Unconventionals Project (MArkUP).
Clinoforms observed in seismic Survey A by West (2015) were also observed in three
adjacent surveys, Surveys B, C and D. One objective of this project was to characterize the
observed clinoforms through seismic profile – well log cross section pairs to illustrate clinoform
character and interpretation. A second objective was to create maps of each clinothem, or
stratal unit between a clinoform and another clinoform or reference horizon. A third objective
was to interpret each clinothem for its qualitative and quantitative characteristics, depositional
orientation, lithostratigraphy, and sequence stratigraphy.
The research area was approximately 45 miles northwest of Tulsa, Oklahoma in Osage
County (Figure 1) and covered approximately 120 square miles surrounding the town of Fairfax.
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Figure 1: Vicinity map of the research area (outlined in white) in relation to Tulsa, Oklahoma and
local counties (outlined in green) (Modified from Google, 2018).
Osage County has a long history of petroleum exploration dating back to the 1920s,
which has resulted in close well spacing and high well densities today. Over 250 oil, gas, and
coalbed methane fields have been discovered in Osage County, and 26 fields lie within the
research area (Figure 2) (Pritchett, 2015). Subsurface geological interpretation in Osage County
has historically been well-centric and dominated by lithostratigraphic correlation because most
exploration occurred prior to the 1990s. However, a more accurate subsurface interpretation,
can be achieved when 3D seismic is integrated into this high well density setting over a large
area in conjunction with modern concepts, such as sequence stratigraphy and basin evolution
that include the elements of time and paleogeographic evolution. Clinoforms of shelf prism and
delta scales were interpreted using these classical and modern geologic concepts and tied to
the Missourian Stage in Osage County, Oklahoma.
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Figure 2: Oil & Gas Fields. The research area contained portions of 26 oil, gas, and coalbed
methane fields (Modified from Pritchett, 2015).
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Chapter 2 – Background
The research area is located on the Cherokee Platform between several major geologic
provinces that have affected the area through time. The Cherokee Platform, also known as the
Cherokee Basin, Chautauqua Platform, and Northeastern Oklahoma Platform, Cherokee
Platform is an area of relatively minor subsidence lying between the Ozark Uplift to the east,
Nemaha Ridge to the west, Arkoma Basin to the southeast, Arbuckle and Seminole Uplifts to
the south (Evans, 1967) (Figure 3). The Wichita Uplift and Anadarko Basin provinces are
located on the opposite side of the Nemaha Ridge to the southwest. Geologic structures near
the research area include minor faults and gentle folds (Bryant, 1957; Stanley & Chang, 2015).
This work focuses on strata deposited during the Missourian Stage, Late Pennsylvanian, in the
subsurface of western Osage County (Figure 4).
The Nemaha Uplift is a north-south oriented, tectonic ridge extending from central
Oklahoma to Nebraska, approximately 20 miles west of the research area. The elongate, fault
block and fold feature was buried and inactive during deposition of sediments during the
Missourian Stage, Late Pennsylvanian (Dolton & Finn, 1989).
The Ozark Uplift, or Ozark Dome, is a broad, dome-like cratonic uplift from eastern
Oklahoma to eastern Missouri that has evolved over the course of several tectonic events (Cox,
2009). The research area is approximately 70 miles west of the uplift, however, the area could
be considered part of the western flank of the uplift, or part of the Prairie Plains homocline, since
local, surface, stratal inclinations are about one degree to the west and northwest throughout
the region (Bryant, 1957; Davidson, 1978; Disney, 1960; Dolton & Finn, 1989). The Ozark Uplift
was present throughout the Pennsylvanian as part of the Laurentian passive margin, consisting
of continental to shelf margin depositional systems (West, 2015).
The Arkoma Basin, or McAlester Basin, is a deep foreland basin extending from central
Oklahoma to central Arkansas, approximately 100 miles southeast of the research area.
According to Bennison (1995), the northern and western boundaries of basin in Oklahoma were
4

Figure 3: Regional geologic provinces near the research area (red star) (Modified from Burchett,
Luza, Van Eck, & Wilson, 1985)
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Figure 4:Geologic Time Scale with Sea Level Curves and Sequence Stratigraphy. The scope of
time studied by West (2015) (red) and this work (green) (Modified from West, 2015).
poorly defined as the western flank of the Ozark Uplift and the Seminole Uplift, respectively. The
Arkoma Basin formed as part of the Ouachita orogenic event during the Early to Middle
Pennsylvanian, recognized as early as the 1930s (Van Waterschoot Van Der Gracht, 1931;
Yezerski, 2013). Johnson (2008) believed that the Arkoma Basin-Ouachita Orogeny developed
during the Morrowan, Atokan, and Desmoinesian Stages and ended prior to the Missourian
Stage (Figure 5). However, analysis of outcrops between the research area and the defined
basin boundaries suggested a dynamic shift of the Arkoma depocenter to the north-northwest
throughout the Middle and Late Pennsylvanian as well (Bennison A. P., 1995) (Figure 6). Local
geologic structures, including minor faults and gentle folds of less than 100 feet of movement,
have similar orientations as faults and folds formed in the defined Arkoma Basin area (Bennison
A. P., 1972; Bryant, 1957).
The Arbuckle and Seminole Uplifts are tectonic uplifts in central Oklahoma
approximately 140 miles and 100 miles southwest of the research area, respectively. The
Arbuckle Uplift formed in part as the Arbuckle orogeny compressed the southern Oklahoma
basin and the Hunton Arch (Van Waterschoot Van Der Gracht, 1931). The Arbuckle orogeny
has been debated to have occurred sometime from the middle Pennsylvanian to the middle
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Figure 5: Portion of the Ouachita Orogeny near the research area, eastern Oklahoma (outlined
in red) (Modified from Disney, 1960)
Permian and influenced an area from southern Oklahoma to the entire southern Midcontinent
(Bennison A. P., 1972; Johnson, 2008; Van Waterschoot Van Der Gracht, 1931). However, Cox
(2009) suggests that two deformation events could have occurred during the Middle to Late
Pennsylvanian. The Ouachita and Arbuckle orogenic influences may have affected the geologic
structure in Osage County during the Missourian Stage. The Seminole Uplift, or Seminole Arch,
is a relatively small tectonic feature that Krumme (1975) describes as a saddle separating the
Anadarko and Arkoma Basins.
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Figure 6: North-northwestward shift of Arkoma basin depocenter through time relative to the
research area (red star) (Bennison A. P., 1995).
The Anadarko Basin and the Wichita Uplift constitute an orogenic complex active during
the Middle and Late Pennsylvanian approximately 100-200 miles southwest of the research
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area (Algeo & Heckel, 2008; Heckel, 2008). The Wichita and Ouachita Mountain Uplifts were
part of an orogenic belt along the southern edge of the Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea
that formed as Laurentia and Gondwana sutured together to form “Protopangea” during the Late
Paleozoic Ouachita and Arbuckle orogenies (Heckel, 2008) (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea relative to the research area (red star). GPBS –
Greater Permian Basin Seaway; LPMS – Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea (Modified from
Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe, 2008).
The Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea (LPMS) was an epicontinental sea on the
North American Plate, Laurentia, from the Middle Pennsylvanian to Early Permian (Algeo &
Heckel, 2008). Epicontinental seas, or epeiric seas, are relatively shallow, semi-restricted
bodies of water covering part of a continent. The epicontinental LPMS covered a large portion of
the North American Continent, including Osage County, Oklahoma during the Missourian Stage
and resided mostly resided in tropical regions near the equator as evidenced by many
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carbonate buildups in the stratigraphic record (Figures 7 and 8). Algeo and Heckel (2008)
postulated that the paleoclimate varied between tropical humid and tropical dry climates
depending on the latitudinal position of the North American Plate and the glacial-interglacial
periods that affected eustatic sea levels. Glacio-eustasy is frequently recognized as the
mechanism for sea level change worldwide and for the LPMS (Cecil, DiMichele, & Elrick, 2014;
Heckel, 1994; Miall, 2010; Wahlman, 2002). Sea level changes upwards of 200 meters (660
feet) have been estimated based on global glacio-eustasy models of Late Paleozoic glaciations
(Isbell, Lenaker, Askin, Miller, & Babcock, 2003; Miall, 2010). The research area was near a
shelf-basin margin of the LPMS during the Missourian Stage that may have been influenced by
tectonism in addition to glacio-eustatic changes (Disney, 1960) (Heckel, 2008) (Figure 9).
Tectonic processes suggested to be mechanisms for relative sea level changes near foreland
basins include “high frequency tectonism” and intra-plate stresses (Heckel, 1994; Miall, 2010).
For example, small, syndepositional fault movements could have accentuated paleotopography
to create more accommodation space for carbonate buildups to develop laterally (Coe, et al.,
2005) (Figure 10). The research area was close enough to the Arkoma and Anadarko foreland
basins to be affected by them, at approximately 100 miles, even though the research area is on
the Cherokee Platform (Figure 3). Osage County was located in the path between a erosional
sources to the south and the LPMS depocenter to the north throughout the Missourian and
Virgilian Stages (Davidson, 1978; Hyne, 1979). The depocenter for strong, continental runoff of
terrigenous sediments from the orogenic belts in southern Oklahoma may have progressed
northwest as the Arkoma Basin filled and periodically buried carbonate banks and mounds that
formed during periods of low sediment flux (Bennison A. P., 1995; Coe, et al., 2005; Heckel,
2008) (Figures 6 and 11). This pattern of mixed carbonate-siliciclastic facies characterized by
starved carbonate banks flooded by siliciclastic progradational systems also occurred south of
the southern Oklahoma orogenic belts on the Easter Shelf of the Greater Permian Basin
Seaway (GPBS) during the Late Pennsylvanian (Galloway & Brown, Jr., 1973). The
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Figure 8: Outcrop locations of carbonate buildups (grey, shaded areas) (Modified from Heckel &
Cocke, 1969)
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Figure 9: Depositional facies and Missourian Stage outcrop belt (Modified from Algeo & Heckel,
2008))
predominant facies were fluvial-deltaic sandstones and shales according to Johnson (1989)
(Figure 12). However, carbonate banks and mounds covered the shales and sandstones during
periods of reduced siliciclastic sedimentation. The alternation between siliciclastic and
carbonate depositional systems was called reciprocal sedimentation and first described on the
correlative Eastern Shelf of the Greater Permian Basin Seaway during the Pennsylvanian
(Galloway & Brown, Jr., 1973; Miall, 2010). The sandstones and limestones that make up the
siliciclastic and carbonate facies in the subsurface of Osage County were correlated to seismic
reflectors by Liner, Zachry, and Manger (2013) as part of the Multiscale Arkansas
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Figure 10: Carbonate buildup accentuation from small fault movements (upper) and
fragmentation from large fault movements (lower) (Coe, et al., 2005)
Unconventionals Project (MArkUP) (Figure 13). Similar rock types and epicontinental sea
conditions can be found today on the Indo-Australian Plate.
The shallow, semi-restricted Arafura Sea (AS), including the Gulf of Carpentaria, off the
northern coast of Australia is an excellent modern analog for the LPMS (Figure 14). The AS lies
on the Australian continental crust of Indo-Australian Plate near the active Banda Arc and New
Guinea orogen (Jongsma, 1974; Quigley, Clark, & Sandiford, 2010). The active tectonic setting,
sea conditions and geographic boundaries of the Arafura Sea are remarkably similar to the
LPMS (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe, 2008). Both seas are landward of
orogenic arc collisions. The AS is landward of the Banda Arc and New Guinea orogens like the
LPMS is landward of the Ouachita and Wichita orogens (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey,
& Rowe, 2008; Heckel, 2008; Jongsma, 1974; Quigley, Clark, & Sandiford, 2010). Alluvial plains
from the New Guinea and Ouachita orogenic mountains extend off the mountain fronts, covering
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Figure 11: Possible Local Paleogeography of Late Missourian (Modified from Hyne, 1979)
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Figure 12: Principle rock types of the Missourian Stage (Modified from Johnson, 2008)
the foreland basins towards the Australian and Laurentian cratons, respectively, into the
epicontinental seas (Algeo & Heckel, 2008; Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe,
2008; Ding, et al., 2017; Jongsma, 1974). The AS and LPMS floors gently slope towards their
active margins and are characterized by complex bathymetry, including banks, reefs, shelves,
basins, depressions, and ridges, an array of marine depositional environments, and diverse
shallow- and deep-water habitats (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe, 2008; Alongi,
et al., 2011; Heckel & Cocke, 1969). Both seas are shallow and low relief, with average
approximate depths of 165 feet (LPMS) and 230 feet (AS) (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard,
Blakey, & Rowe, 2008; Alongi, et al., 2011). The semi-restricted to restricted sea conditions of
epicontinental seas alter the complex system of sediment deposition, water chemistry, currents,
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Figure 13: MArkUP Stratigraphic Column. Upper Missourian units outlined in red (Liner, Zachry,
& Manger, 2013)
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Figure 14: Modern-day analog – Arafura Sea (Adapted from Blank World Map (large) clip art,
2013; Ding et al., 2017)
and ecology (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe, 2008; Alongi, et al., 2011). The
sediment deposited in the AS include siliceous and limey muds, oozes, silts, sands, and reefs
(Jongsma, 1974). Both seas were located near the equator within tropical humid and tropical dry
climates (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey, & Rowe, 2008; Alongi, et al., 2011). Glacioeustasy and tectonism seemed to influence sequence stratigraphy, and corresponding
stratigraphic packages, across these broad, low relief shelfs because of similar changes in
bathymetry, topography, currents, and weather patterns (Algeo T. J., Heckel, Maynard, Blakey,
& Rowe, 2008; Alongi, et al., 2011; Jongsma, 1974).
Clinoforms are “sloping depositional surface[s] commonly associated with strata
prograding into deep water” at different scales, such as deltas, shelf prisms, and continental
margins (Vail, et al., 1977) (Figure 15). When put into a series, clinoforms can form clinothems,
defined as the stratal unit bounded by two clinoforms, or a clinoform made up of a topset,
foreset, and bottomset (Miall, 2010; Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015) (Figure 16).
Clinoforms and clinothems of delta to continental margin scales are visible in outcrop, well logs,
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Figure 15: Clinoform scales (Modified from Rohnert, 2016)

Figure 16: Clinoform Geometries and Clinothem Facies – Quantitative Approach (Adapted from
Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015; Rohnert, 2016)
and seismic data. Various qualitative and quantitative classification schemes have been
developed based on clinoform morphologies observed in these different data types.
Qualitative and quantitative classification schemes have been developed in attempts to
connect depositional processes to different clinoform morphologies. Qualitative morphologies
were described by early workers to include sigmoid, oblique, shingled and hummocky (Vail, et
al., 1977) (Figure 17). Recent quantitative classification schemes use various methodologies,
including trajectory and rollover analyses, stratigraphic grade, and other statistical
measurements, to statistically prove correlations between depositional processes and the
observed morphologies (Helland-Hansen & Hampson, 2009; Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson,
2015; Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018; Pyles, Syvitski, & Slatt, 2010). Distinct clinoform
morphologies have been noted around the world at varying scales as have significant advances
in the clinoform processes knowledge base (Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018). In broad terms,
clinoform scales increase by orders of magnitude from delta to shelf prism to continental margin
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Figure 17: Clinoform Geometries – Qualitative Approach (Vail, et al., 1977)
(Figure 15).Delta-scale clinoforms are on the orders of ones to tens of feet of relief and can
occur in a variety of depositional environments such as deltas, shore zones, and reefs (Patruno
& Helland-Hansen, 2018; Rohnert, 2016). There are two sub-categories of delta-scale
clinoforms, subaerial and subaqueous, based on subaerial and subaqueous delta types.
Subaerial deltas, or bayhead deltas, are generally smaller, proximal, and typically produce
steeper, coarser grained clinoforms than subaqueous deltas that can be large, distal, and
produce flatter, finer-grained clinoforms. However, Patruno, Hampson, and Jackson (2015)
noted several examples of sand-rich subaqueous deltas producing clinoforms like subaerial
deltas, and mud-rich subaerial deltas producing clinoforms like subaqueous deltas. The scale of
delta-type clinoforms can create visualization and interpretation issues in seismic but be clearly
interpreted in well log and outcrop datasets (Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018). Shelf prism, or
shelf-edge, clinoforms are on the order of hundreds of feet of relief and occur as part of
sedimentary wedges on continental shelves, or where sufficient depositional relief exists
(Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018). Shelf prism clinoforms can contain delta-scale clinoforms,
be produced by multiple depositional systems by a process known as reciprocal sedimentation,
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and are perhaps the most studied type because of their importance in petroleum exploration
and ease of visualization in seismic datasets (Miall, 2010; Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015;
Vail, et al., 1977). Continental margin clinoforms are on the order of thousands of feet of relief,
normally occur on passive margins, and are visible in large scale seismic surveys (Patruno &
Helland-Hansen, 2018; Steckler, Mountain, Miller, & Christie-Blick, 1999). These large scale
clinoforms reflect shelf-slope-basin floor profiles.
Sets of clinoforms can create stacking patterns related to accommodation space and sediment
flux. These stacking patterns are often referred to as parasequence sets in sequence
stratigraphy (Coe, et al., 2005). Forward stepping patterns are considered progradational, and
the shoreline advances into the basin. Backstepping patterns are considered retrogradational,
and the shoreline retreats away from the basin. Vertically accreting patterns are considered
aggradational, and the shoreline is stagnate. The shoreline trajectory is directly related to
sediment flux and inversely related to accommodation space as are shelf edges (Rohnert, 2016)
(Figure 18). For example, the greatest sediment flux with the least accommodation space
produces a progradational stacking pattern with a shoreline that advances into and down the
basin as a forced regression. The opposing end member, least sediment flux and greatest
accommodation space, creates retrogradational stacking patterns with a retreating shoreline up
and away from the basin as a transgression. Most parasequence sets in the rock record are
between these two end members as normal, progradational regressions and aggradational
successions (Coe, et al., 2005).
The detail of observation and depth of interpretation is dependent on the types of data
available. In outcrop, lithofacies and detailed stratigraphic description, coupled with sufficient
outcrop exposure, is necessary to visualize clinoforms (Rohnert, 2016). In well logs, recognition
of clinoforms is dependent upon “log motif”, well spacing, and clinoform scale and magnitude
(Posamentier & Allen, 1999). Log motifs are used to determine possible depositional
environments tied to depositional episodes, and systems tracts that can then be related to
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Figure 18: Trajectory analysis and clinothem stacking pattern relationships (Rohnert, 2016)
sequence stratigraphy and clinoforms (Miall, 2010; Nazeer, Abbasi, & Solangi, 2016;
Posamentier & Allen, 1999). Five log motif shapes are typically used: cylinder (also known as
blocky, box-car, or box), funnel, bell, barrel (or symmetrical), and serrated (also known as saw
tooth or suppressed) (Nazeer, Abbasi, & Solangi, 2016; Posamentier & Allen, 1999) (Table 1).
Log motifs are non-unique to depositional environments but are helpful in determining
depositional environments when integrated with the geologic context and other types of data
such as seismic (Posamentier & Allen, 1999). In seismic, visualization of clinoform horizons is
dependent on seismic resolution and acoustic impedance contrasts, especially when clinoforms
converge and thin at topsets and bottomsets (Sheriff, 1977; Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson,
2015; Rohnert, 2016; Schlager, 2005). The resulting signal attenuation of topset and bottomset
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Table 1: Log Motifs (Adapted from Nazeer, Abbasi, & Solangi, 2016; Posamentier & Allen,
1999)
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seismic reflectors can hinder horizon interpretation. Despite these limitations, interpreted
termination types and stacking patterns of clinoforms are the foundation of sequence
stratigraphy.
A sequence stratigraphic model for a humid carbonate-siliciclastic eperic sea system did
not exist as far as the author was aware. However, models do exist for various aspects of this
system including the siliciclastic and carbonate end members, humid conditions, and ramp
settings. Four sequence stratigraphic models were considered in this work: Exxon “slug” model,
carbonate ramp, reciprocal sedimentation, and depositional episodes. The Exxon “slug” model
addressed sequence stratigraphic terminology and the siliciclastic end member. The carbonate
ramp model addressed the ramp setting and carbonate end member. The reciprocal
sedimentation model addressed the interaction between carbonate and siliciclastic depositional
systems. The depositional episode model addressed both depositional systems at the scale of
observation of the work in the vicinity of the research area during the Missourian Stage.
The Exxon “slug” model is perhaps the most famous and widely applied model to date
(Figure 19). The “slug” model was first developed for basin-scale, siliciclastic, pericontinental
margin settings from seismic data (Handford & Loucks, 1977; The American Association of
Petroleum Geologists, 1977). The model grouped genetic stratigraphic successions into
systems tracts, and certain seismic refectors into surfaces, that corresponded to relative sea
level changes. The model assumed a distally-steepened slope on a passive continental margin
into which extrabasinal, siliciclastic sediments were deposited at seismic scale during constant
tectonic subsidence (Handford & Loucks, 1977; Miall, 2010). While this model was the first of it’s
kind, only the systems tracts and surfaces terms were used in this work to describe the relative
sea level changes in this work. Lowstand systems tract referred to the stratigraphic succesion
related to low relative sea level conditions. Trangressive systems tract referred to the
stratigraphic succession related to rising sea level conditions. Highstand systems tract referred
to the stratigraphic sucession related to high relative sea level conditions. Falling stage systems
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Figure 19: Sequence Stratigraphy – Exxon “Slug” Model (Modified from Schlager, 2005)
tract referred to the stratigraphic succession related to falling relative sea level conditions. A
sequence comprises one complete cycle of lowstand, trangressive, highstand, and falling stage
systems tracts. Sequences can be made up of parasequences, which are genetic stratigraphic
units trending with the same stacking pattern (Figure 18). Maximum flooding zone referred to
the zone of parallel or divergent strata that may converge into a condensed section downdip at
the highest relative sea level conditions. Sequence boundary referred to a surface onto which
strata truncate and/or downlap at falling or low relative sea level conditions (Figure 20).The
depositional setttings described by the “slug” model (e.g. slopes fan, shoreface/deltaic sands)
were considered with caution because of the scale of observation, variable tectonic influence by
the Arbuckle and Ouachita orogenies, epicontinental LPMS setting, and carbonate and
siliciclastic depositonal systems present.
The carbonate ramp model has similar assumptions as the “slug” model but in a
carbonate setting. The model relates genetic stratigraphic successions to systems tracts and
surfaces using the same definitions and termination types relative to sequences and
parasequences (Figure 21). The carbonate ramp models also is typically applied to
pericontinental settings with constant tectonic subsidence. However, the ramp may or may not
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Figure 20: Sequence Stratigraphic Termination Types (Rohnert, 2016)

Figure 21: Sequence Stratigraphy – Humid Carbonate Ramp Model (Modified from Handford &
Loucks, 1977)
steepen and the sediment may be produced within the basin by the carbonate factory (Handford
& Loucks, 1977). This model requires little to no siliciclastic sediment input and humid tropical
conditions (Schlager, 2005). This model was also considered with caution because of the
variable tectonic influence, epicontinental setting, and siliciclastic depositional system present.
The reciprocal sedimentation model was developed from well logs and outcrops of
Upper Pennsylvanian strata on the Eastern Shelf of the Greater Permian Basin Seaway
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(Galloway & Brown, Jr., 1973). The model explained the presence of both carbonate buildups
and siliciclastic deltas in the same geographical location over time through relative sea level
change (Figure 22). During low relative sea level conditions, a siliciclastic, deltaic system would
prograde across the shelf and deposit on the shelf margin as a shelf margin delta superimposed
on gravity flow deposits and basinal muds that had bypassed the shelf. During high relative sea
level conditions, the siliciclastic system would retrograde, or retreat, and the sediment-starved
shelf would develop carbonate platform deposits typical of rimmed carbonate platforms
(Galloway & Brown, Jr., 1973). This model does not use systems tracts or the associated
surfaces, rather genetically-related lithofacies interpreted from well logs. The reciprocal
sedimentation model was considered because it was developed from well logs and ageequivalent strata, and both carbonate and siliciclastic depositional systems were present.

Figure 22: Reciprocal Sedimentation Model on Eastern Shelf of Greater Permian Basin Seaway
(Miall, 2010)
The depositional episode model may be the most applicable model to the research area
because of the circumstance in which it was developed. The depositional episode model was
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developed using seismic and well logs of Missourian strata approximately 120 miles from the
research area in Canadian County, Oklahoma. The model was empirically derived from the
observed siliciclastic and carbonate depositional systems on the Pennsylvanian shelf of the
basin at the same shelf prism and delta scales observed in this work (Figure 23). However, this
model did not take relative sea level changes into account. The effects of relative sea level
changes in the Pennsylvanian rock record are well documented across the Midcontinent and
must be considered. Instead, the depositional episode model considered the effects of changes
in siliciclastic sediment input on periods of siliciclastic and carbonate deposition and nondeposition. During periods of high, siliciclastic, sediment input, a sediment-dominated delta
prograded across the shelf to create a platform of differential relief. During periods of low
sediment input, carbonate buildups formed on stable platforms and fine sediments bypassed the
platforms to be deposited in the distal depocenter in an aggradational setting (Galloway,
Yancey, & Whipple, 1977). This model was considered most relevant to this work, and was
heavily applied in the integrated interpretation as well as aspects of all four models.

Figure 23: Depositional Episode Model of Missourian sediments in eastern Anadarko Basin
(Galloway, Yancey, & Whipple, 1977)
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Chapter 3 – Data
The project data set consisted of seismic and well log data acquired through the
Multiscale Arkansas Unconventionals Project (MArkUP). Petrel, IHS Petra, and Log Sleuth II
software were used to compile, manipulate, and interpret the provided seismic and well log
data.
Four separate 3D seismic surveys, labeled A through D, were compiled into a composite
3D seismic survey using Petrel (Figure 24). The composite survey’s boundary constituted the
boundaries of the research area. The surveys are labeled A through D to reflect the relative
hierarchy between surveys for quality and interpretation. The details of each survey are
described in Appendix B, of which several statistics are important. Vertical and horizontal
resolution ranged from 39 to 46 feet and 77 to 92 feet, respectively. Bin size for the composite
survey was 110 feet by 110 feet. All surveys were shot between 1990 and 2007 using a variety
of sources and processing techniques. Surveys C and D are proprietary data owned by private
companies.

Figure 24: Seismic surveys (labeled A through D), well locations, and areas of low quality
seismic data (shaded gray).
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Seismic survey quality was assessed, and issues were identified. An area of missing to
low-fold seismic data was identified in Survey A near Fairfax City Lake. The northwest corner of
Survey B, north of the City of Fairfax, was also identified as a low-fold area (Figure 24).
Acquisition footprint caused interpretation issues because the depth of interest was relatively
shallow, less than 500ms. Attenuation also affected the signal of beds thinning below vertical
seismic resolution.
A database of 43,236 wells was compiled in Petra; of which, 169 wells were used for the
interpretation (Figure 25 and Appendix C). Wells used for interpretation were located within, or
near, the research area and contained legible, gamma ray logs across the interval of interest.
Forty-two of the 169 wells near the research area were included to improve overall well
coverage near the boundaries of the area. Most wells in Osage County were drilled prior to the
digital age, and only scanned raster logs are available. Several classes of auxiliary well logs
were used, including density, sonic, porosity, and mud logs, to facilitate higher quality
correlation. Proprietary wells are represented by red stars. Several raster logs were recalibrated
for depth and image quality. Where multiple gamma ray logs existed for a well, well logs were
ranked by class in descending order: combination neutron-density-induction, combination
neutron-density, bulk density, sonic, induction, and gamma ray only.
The locations of the composite survey, wells, and selected cross sections are referenced
to the North America Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) and shown in two coordinate systems: Public
Land Survey System (PLSS), or Township and Range System, and State Plane Coordinate
System (SPCS) (Oklahoma North Zone) (Figure 26). The SPCS was used for this project while
most researchers and petroleum geoscientists use PLSS in the Midcontinent USA.
Other workers used portions of these data in previous studies. Veach (2009) used seismic
survey A to evaluate the vertical and lateral extent of the Burbank sandstone. Benson (2014)
used seismic survey B to describe chert bodies of the Mississippian Period. Liner (2015) used
seismic surveys A and B to identify deep basement events; however, none of the wells had
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Figure 25: Complete well database (upper) and selected wells used for interpretation (lower).
Osage County outlined in black. Scale: 1: 750,000.
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Figure 26: Well locations by coordinate system. SPCS (upper) and PLSS (lower).
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gamma ray logs at the depth of interest. West (2015) used seismic surveys A and B and 9 wells
to describe the sequence stratigraphy of rocks of the Pennsylvanian Period. Keeling (2016)
used seismic survey A to interpret the Arbuckle Group of the Cambrian and Ordovician Periods.
These workers were part of MArkUP, except for Veach (2009). A list of all MArkUP research to
date is included in Appendix A.
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Chapter 4 – Methodology
Data were analyzed in an integrated and iterative process using multiple software
programs. Seismic surveys were imported, merged together, and interpreted in Schlumberger’s
Petrel software. The four distinct surveys were bulk shifted to be vertically aligned in relation to
Survey A and merged into one composite survey (Appendix B). Well data, including well header,
raster well logs, completion information, etc., were imported, quality assessed, and interpreted
in IHS Petra software. A series of regional seismic horizons were interpreted to verify, and then
build upon, previous work by West (2015). Structure and isochron maps were created from the
seismic horizon interpretations across the composite survey. The mapped area was restricted to
the composite survey boundary. Then, well data was analyzed and correlated, followed by a
seismic-well tie. A series of well-based structure and isopach maps were generated to areas
outside the seismic survey boundary, or research area, in order to include all 169 wells.
However, interpreted areas outside the research area should be considered with caution
because of the low number of data points. Integrated well-based lithostratigraphic correlations
and seismic-based sequence stratigraphic interpretations were created to produce a possible
basin fill scenario. A series of paired seismic profiles and well log cross sections were generated
to illustrate this integrated geologic interpretation.
The initial seismic interpretation consisted of three seismic horizons in Survey A
identified by West (2015), and then expanded across the entire research area to complete more
regional surfaces (Figure 27). The three initial horizons are herein referenced as Structural
Horizon, Basal Horizon, and Clinoform Horizon 1. Structural and Basal Horizons were mapped
to remove post-depositional geologic structures and to provide reference surfaces for the
clinoform succession. Structural Horizon, or Cleveland from West (2015), is a persistent, strong
seismic reflector used to map, and compensate for, geologic structure. Basal Horizon, or Osage
Layton from West (2015), is considered the deepest seismic reflector corresponding to the
downlapping clinoforms and used as a proxy for the original depositional surface. Clinoform
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Figure 27: Preliminary seismic horizons identified by West (2015). Interpretation was extended
from Structural Horizon (blue), Basal Horizon (purple), and Clinoform Horizon 1 (yellow).
Horizon 1, or Avant from West (2015), is the first, and deepest, of a series of clinoforms and is
the seed from which this project formed. Basal Horizon and Clinoform Horizon 1 are positive
reflectors of moderate amplitude and continuity, affected by attenuation of downlapping
reflectors. Structural Horizon is a negative reflector of high amplitude and excellent lateral
continuity. The composite survey was flattened on the Structural, then Basal horizons to remove
geologic structure for improved stratigraphic interpretation of clinoform horizons. The Structural
Horizon was retained as the flattened surface in areas of low seismic quality. Two other
horizons (Clinoform Horizons 2 and 3) were interpreted as additional clinoforms became
apparent. Clinoform Horizon 2 was the second clinoform in the series, was a positive reflector of
moderate to high amplitude and poor to excellent lateral continuity, and approximately
correlated with the Tonkawa seismic stratigraphic unit from West (2015). Clinoform Horizon 3 is
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Figure 28: Cross Section A-A’. The color scheme was changed from West (2015). Basal
Horizon changed from purple to red. Clinoform Horizon 1 changed from yellow to green.
the shallowest and last mapped clinoform of the series and is a positive reflector of low to
moderate amplitude and poor to moderate continuity. The described seismic horizons are
shown in Cross Section A-A’ (Figure 28). Seeded auto-tracking techniques were initially used to
interpret seismic horizons. However, manual interpretation techniques were invoked to track
horizons with a greater degree of detail. While not perfect, manual interpretation was effective in
areas of low seismic quality. Each horizon was manually interpreted on every inline, crossline,
and on stratigraphic dip sections as necessary, to create 3-dimensional time surfaces. Each
time surface was contoured to 10 milliseconds. A smoothing workflow, 1 iteration of 9 voxel
averaging, was run to remove apparent tracking busts caused by the orientation and nature of
manual interpretation. Time-structure surfaces of each horizon were constructed to understand
and illustrate geologic structure and horizon depth.
Seismic, time-structure surfaces were cropped to the boundary of the smallest mapped
surface to run an isochore workflow. The seismic-based isochore workflow subtracted one time-
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structure surface from another time-structure surface to create an isochron map. Isochron
values were evaluated to quality assess each horizon and surface interpretation. Where
interpretation busts were apparent, the original, unsmoothed horizons were re-interpreted until
each met acceptable standards. Then, the smoothing workflow was re-run on each timestructure surface and isochron map for each horizon.
Well log horizons were picked using several criteria to account for geologic structure,
lithostratigraphic cyclicity, and heterogeneity. Initial correlations were based on laterally
persistent, thin, radioactive shales across the area. These “hot shales” made excellent markers
for separating cycles of shale-sandstone-limestone successions because of their homogenous
character and deposition over great distances reflecting highstand conditions (Heckel, 1994).
Then, semi-persistent contacts between shales and sandstones or limestones were correlated
at shallower depths in the Missourian Stage than the deeper “hot shales”. Funnel, bell, and
cylinder log motifs were used to separate cyclic successions (Table 1). These preliminary
correlations helped tie the seismic and well datasets together.
The well log database was tied to the composite seismic survey using a well log suite
from Well A (Figure 29). The established seismic horizons were transferred visually to Well A
based on the following workflow. An acoustic impedance log, AI, was derived from sonic,
DT35(Dspk), and density, DEN, logs of Well A by equation: Then, a reflection coefficient,
RCoeff, log was derived from the acoustic impedance log to “best fit” each seismic horizon to
Well A, based on the polarity and amplitude of each seismic horizon. Gas shows from Well A
were also used to account for gas effects, such as noise, amplitude magnification and multiples
in the seismic domain. The seismic-sourced horizons were correlated from Well A to the entire
well dataset and honored preliminary well-based correlations, such as the deeper “hot shales”.
An interval time-thickness conversion was calculated from the established seismic-well
tie for the interval between Basal Horizon and Clinoform Horizon 3 (Appendix D). An average
velocity of 11,575 feet per second was calculated by averaging all instantaneous interval
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Figure 29: Seismic-Well Tie
velocities for the broader interval between Basal Horizon and Clinoform Horizon 3.
Instantaneous interval velocities, Vi, were converted from sonic travel times, Δt, recorded on the
sonic log, DT35(Dspk), of Well A using the following equation:
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𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 =

106
∆𝑡𝑡

By tying the seismic and well log data together, a higher degree of geologic interpretation and
quality control was attained through iterative processing and interpretation of well log and
seismic based surfaces.
Well log based surfaces were created and cropped to a rectangular map boundary
beyond the area of the 3D surveys. Depth-structure and isopach maps were created using a
300-foot by 300-foot grid with 10-foot contours to identify busts and bullseyes, which were
eliminated through re-interpretation. The isopach workflow subtracted one depth-structure
surface from another depth surface to create an isopach map. The maps were created with 50foot contours to approximate contours to reflect isochron contours from seismic-based maps.
Isochron and isopach maps were quality assessed for busts, which were rectified by repeating
re-interpretation and smoothing workflows across the research area until each map met
acceptable standards.
Well log interpretation of the internal lithologic and facies associations within the seismic
packages was based on gamma ray, density, photoelectric factor (Pe), and lithology logs. These
were then correlated along the seismic profiles used for sequence stratigraphic interpretation,
based on the character of associated seismic reflectors. Lithologic units with gamma ray log
measurements less than 75 API units were considered “clean” carbonate or siliciclastic rocks.
Gamma ray and measurements greater than 75 API units were considered argillaceous
siliciclastic rocks. Pe logs were used to distinguish between “clean” carbonate and siliciclastic
rocks. Values more than 3 were considered carbonate rock, and values less than 3 were
considered siliciclastic rock. Non-argillaceous rocks were rocks that were “clean” but were not
penetrated by Pe logs. Density, caliper, and rate of penetration (ROP) logs were used to quality
assess gamma ray and Pe logs for abnormal borehole conditions and rock competency. Many
factors affect ROP such as weight on bit, bit type and wear, and drill stem rotational velocity.
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However, ROP can be used qualitatively to distinguish interbedded zones, or thin beds, and
broad changes in lithology, such as shale-to-sandstone or shale-to-limestone transitions.
Lithology logs were used, where available, to verify the rock type interpretation and provide
additional lithologic information, such as grain size, sorting, rounding, and mineralogy.
Lithostratigraphic interpretation was used, in part, to determine the influence of possible
depositional systems on the rock type.
Integrated, sequence stratigraphic interpretation included identification of correlative
surfaces, systems tracts and clinothems. Seismic reflectors between established seismic
horizons were interpreted along several dip-oriented cross sections to identify downlap and
transgressive surfaces, from which systems tracts were determined. Equivalent surfaces were
defined on the well logs based on log motif, to define relationships between individual reflectors
and well log successions, as well as sequence stratigraphic surfaces and systems tracts.
Multiple methods of interpretation were utilized to better understand the character and
trends of the observed clinoforms. Depositional and paleobathymetric orientations and trends
were interpreted from the series of thickness maps. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
delta and shelf prism clinoforms was performed to better understand the type and potential
influences on them. The analysis used a paired seismic-well log cross section that traversed as
much of the area as possible in the general, dip direction. A basin fill scenario was hypothesized
based on the integrated, sequence stratigraphic and lithostratigraphic interpretations, and the
influence of possible depositional systems.
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Chapter 5 – Interpretation
Cross sections and maps delineate the extent and character of three clinoforms. Eleven
cross sections, labeled A through L, depict the three clinoform horizons in structural dip,
depositional dip, depositional strike, and oblique orientations throughout the area (Figure 30).
The clinoforms gently drape onto the Basal Horizon in structural dip orientation as the entire
section dips to the west on Cross Section A-A’ (Figure 28). The clinoforms appear to have little
to no structural complications and dip to the northwest when the data is flattened on the Basal
Horizon. However, careful interpretation of each clinoform horizon indicates that a minor fault
cuts across the first clinoform, Clinoform Horizon 1, a generally strong amplitude reflector that
covers most of the area. The strong seismic amplitudes of concordant reflectors on the
southeast side of the fault above and below Clinoform Horizon 1 are opposed by weak
amplitudes and chaotic reflectors on the northwest side (Figure 31). Gamma ray signatures
follow a similar pattern of regular alternations between low and high readings in the southeast
portion of the area that abruptly change to thick sections of high readings on the northwest side
of the fault. Strong reflectors on the southeast side of the fault present clear images of smaller
scale clinoforms below Clinoform Horizon 1 throughout seismic survey A and the southeast
portion of seismic survey D (Figures 24, 31, and 32). The weak, chaotic reflectors immediately
northwest of the fault become progressively stronger and more organized to the northwest,
especially in seismic survey B. this change in seismic facies suggests a change from a
seismically homogeneous body near the fault to a layered section away from the fault (Figure 31
and 33). Clinoform Horizon 2 is one of these strong, concordant seismic reflectors. Gamma ray
signatures also support the interpretation as thick, high readings are replaced by regular
alternations between low and high gamma ray readings (Figures 31 and 33). The uppermost
horizon, Clinoform Horizon 3, is a concordant, moderate amplitude reflector that exists mostly in
seismic survey B with small, proximal portions in the other seismic surveys. Along strike, the
three clinoform horizons are mostly flat over short distance but are lenticular at their ends as is
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Figure 30: Cross section locations
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Figure 31: Cross Section C-C’. A minor fault is shown by the strong contrast between weak
seismic reflectors (left) and strong seismic reflectors (right) across the fault plane in addition to
small scale clinoforms (right).

Figure 32: Cross Section D-D’. Strong, concordant reflectors (right) and weak, chaotic reflectors
(left)
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Figure 33: Cross Section B-B’. Weak, chaotic reflectors (right) and moderate, concordant
reflectors (left)
shown by the ends of Clinoform Horizons 1 and 2 on a long transect of the area (Figure 34).
Their character is consistent within a singular cross section but may change up or down dip. For
example, concordant reflectors observed in the northwest portion of the area, shown in Cross
Section J-J’, change to hummocky reflectors in the southeast portion of the area, shown in
Cross Section F-F’ (Figures 34 and 35). Gamma ray signatures are generally consistent along
strike. In summary, the clinoforms horizons dip to the northwest, varying from strong to weak to
moderate amplitudes from southeast to northwest. Seismic facies vary from chaotic to
concordant in dip orientation, to hummocky to concordant seismic in strike orientation. Gamma
ray signatures change along dip sections but are consistent along strike sections.
Quantitative, lithostratigraphic, and sequence stratigraphic interpretation reveals two
sets of clinoforms at shelf prism and subaqueous delta scales with distinct characteristics. The
three clinoforms previously described and identified as Clinoform Horizons 1, 2, and 3, are shelf
prism scale. The smaller scale clinoforms below Clinoform Horizon 1 are delta scale and not
mapped because of attenuation and poor seismic reflector continuity issues. However, all
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Figure 34: Cross Section F-F’. Depositional strike of the clinoform horizons with a lenticular
morphology over large distances.

Figure 35: Cross Section J-J’. Depositional strike of the clinoform horizons with a flat
morphology over short distances.
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clinoforms are visible in cross sectional view and illustrated on cross section C-C’. On average,
they strike northeast-southwest and dip to the northwest at less than 1 degree (Figures 36 and
37). Clinoform Horizon 2 is continuous on top of Clinoform Horizon 1, and Clinoform Horizon 3
onlaps onto Clinoform Horizon 2 within the research area (Figure 37).
Shelf Prism Clinoforms
Shelf prism clinoforms extend across the entire research area from southeast to
northwest as part of a continuous clinoform succession thinning to the northwest. The
paleodepositional strike of Clinoform Horizons 1, 2 and 3 is northeast-southwest at 052
degrees. Total clinoform relief is greatest at the topset end to the southeast and lowest to the
northwest corner at the bottomset end (Figure 36). The paleodepositional strike for the shelf
prism is based on several observations. The shelf prism clinoforms are sigmoidal from a
qualitative perspective. Sigmoid-progradational facies are indicative of low energy, relative sea
level rise, and commonly associated with oblique-progradational facies (Vail, et al., 1977)
(Figure 17). Quantitative analysis of each clinoform reveals low topset, foreset, bottomset,
inflection point and average slope gradients (Figure 16). Critical points of measurements are
indicated on Figure 32, and the tabulated results are shown in Table 2. Clinoform Horizon 1 has
a maximum slope gradient of 0.69 degrees at the inflection point, and an average slope gradient
of 0.53 degrees. Clinoform Horizon 2 has two apparent inflection points with slope gradients
ranging from 0.95 to 1.75 degrees, and the average slope gradient was 0.47 degrees. Clinoform
Horizon 3 is not entirely within the research area, so most slope gradients for Clinoform Horizon
3 could not be determined.
Shelf prism clinothems are stratigraphic intervals between shelf prism clinoforms and are
identified herein as Clinothem 1, 2, and 3, with respect to their upper bounding clinoform. Thus,
Clinothem 1 is bounded by Clinoform Horizon 1 and Basal Horizon, Clinothem 2 is bounded by
Clinoform Horizons 1 and 2, and Clinothem 3 is bounded by Clinoform Horizons 2 and 3.
Interval isopachs and isochrons of Clinothems 1, 2, and 3 vary from 0 feet, or 0 milliseconds
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Figure 36: Cross Section C-C’ – Shelf Prism Clinoforms

Figure 37: Cross Section C-C’ - Quantitative Analysis
Shelf prism clinoforms are defined by Clinoform Horizons 1, 2, and 3 (green, blue, and yellow).
The delta scale clinoforms are below Clinoform Horizon 1 (black and white).
two-way time, to 600 feet, or approximately 100 milliseconds two-way time and are shown on
Figures 38 through 43. Only the foreset and bottomset portions of Clinothem 1 are within the
research area and represented by the thick (southeast) and thin (northwest) areas (Figures 38
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Table 2: Quantitative Analysis of Clinoform Geometries
Slope Gradient

Total ClinoformRelief trajectory
Clinoform Type Average Topset Foreset Inflection Bottomset
(R) (ft) Angle (CT) (°)
(As) (°) (T s) (°) (Fs) (°) Point (Is) (°) (Bs) (°)
0.15
1.52
1.71
0.18
300
0.07-0.75
Delta - Average 0.81
Shelf Prism - C1 0.53

0.40

0.60

0.69

Shelf Prism - C2 0.47

0.15

0.65-0.75 0.95-1.75

Shelf Prism - C3 N/A

0.08-0.14 N/A

N/A

0.22

600

0.16

0.51

550

N/A

N/A

>175

N/A

and 39). The proximal, topset portion of Clinothem 1 extends outside the research area to the
southeast and is not shown on interval isochron and isopach maps. Clinothem 2 is entirely
within the research area and is represented by thin topset (southeast), thick foreset (central),
and thin bottomset (northwest) sections (Figures 40 and 41). Only the topset and foreset
portions of Clinothem 3 are within the research area and represented by thin topset (central)
and thick foreset (northwest) (Figures 42 and 43). The distal, bottomset portion of Clinothem 3
extends outside the research area to the northwest. Each successive clinothem altered the
paleobathymetry as accommodation space was in-filled from southeast to northwest.
Paleobathymetry is based on the relative thickness between the Basal Horizon and the
corresponding clinoform horizon using isochron and isopach maps. The traditional
paleobathymetric method assumes that sediment was deposited on a flat, horizontal surface.
However, clinothems deposit, by definition, on curved clinoforms. Therefore, clinoform
paleobathymetry must be the summation of clinothems upon a reference horizon. In this work,
the Basal Horizon is used (Figures 36, 38, 39, 44, 45, 46, and 47). The paleobathymetry of
Clinoform Horizon 2 is the summation of Clinothem 1 and 2 upon the Basal Horizon. When
paleobathymetry is interpreted in this manner, the paleobathymetry of each clinoform horizon is
observed to deepen to the northwest (Figures 38, 39, 44, 45, 46, and 47). When the entire
clinothem succession was combined to create a thickness map devoid of the inherent effects of
clinoform shape, the paleobathymetry appears to deepen slightly to the southeast (Figures 45
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Figure 38: Isochron Map – Clinothem 1 / Clinoform Horizon 1 Paleobathymetry
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin / deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows)
are thick / shallow areas. Red arrow indicates deposition vector.

Figure 39: Isopach Map – Clinothem 1
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are thick
areas.
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Figure 40: Isochron Map – Clinothem 2
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are thick
areas.

Figure 41: Isopach Map – Clinothem 2
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are thick
areas.
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Figure 42: Isochron Map – Clinothem 3
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are thick
areas.

Figure 43: Isopach Map – Clinothem 3
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are thin areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are thick
areas.
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Figure 44: Isochron Map – Clinoform Horizon 2 Paleobathymetry
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are
shallow areas.

Figure 45: Isopach Map – Clinoform Horizon 2 Paleobathymetry
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are
shallow areas.
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Figure 46: Isochron Map – Clinoform Horizon 3 Paleobathymetry
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are
shallow areas.

Figure 47:Isopach Map – Clinoform Horizon 3 Paleobathymetry
Note: Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds, yellows) are
shallow areas.
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and 47). This paleobathymetric interpretation represents the basin floor upon which the
clinothems were deposited, which is oriented northeast-southwest at 073 degrees. An
alternative interpretation is that paleobathymetry deepens to the northwest as depositional relief
was healed by a fourth clinothem, present but mostly beyond the boundary of the research area.
The internal geologic character of the seismic geometries is based on well log response
and motif of selected wells drilled in proximity to the seismic profiles. Lithostratigraphic
interpretation of the shelf prism clinoforms, and corresponding clinothems, revealed a mixed
siliciclastic-carbonate system with alternating dominance of siliciclastic and carbonate lithologies
(Figure 48). Clinothem 1 was predominately siliciclastic sediment with minor, lenticular,
carbonate bodies and several non-argillaceous bodies that could be carbonate or siliciclastic
dominant. The available Pe logs did not penetrate these non-argillaceous bodies, therefore,
distinguishing between the two rock types was not possible with the methodology used.
Clinothem 2 was an approximately even mix of argillaceous, siliciclastic sediment and lenticular,
carbonate bodies. A carbonate bank within Clinothem 2 was interpreted based on the blocky,
clean carbonate, well log signature and a strong positive seismic amplitude (Figure 49). The
lenticular, carbonate bank is approximately 5 miles wide, up to 170 feet thick, and extended to
the edges of the research area to the northeast and southwest at the same orientation as the
shelf prism clinoforms (052 degrees strike). The distal portion of the bank was steeper (1.71
degrees) than the proximal portion (0.15 degrees), which agreed with global observations by
Wahlman (2002) for Missourian carbonate banks. Carbonate banks have been documented in
this stratigraphic interval and a few of the selected wells were completed in carbonate bank
facies, but none produced significant volumes of petroleum. Clinothem 3 was predominately
siliciclastic sediment with several, non-argillaceous bodies. The bottomsets of the shelf prism
clinoforms contained “clean,” siliciclastic sediment, from which several wells in the research
area have produced oil and some gas. Observed log motifs support the lithostratigraphic
interpretation as blocky, funnel, and serrated log motifs are most common, while bell and barrel
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Figure 48: Cross Section C-C’ – Lithostratigraphy
log motifs are rare (Table 1). Depositional environments interpreted from these log motifs
include: blocky - debris or gravity flow, amalgamated turbidites, amalgamated sheet sands, and
thick carbonate shelf; funnel – delta front, turbidite, prograding shoreface, crevasse splay, and
submarine fan lobe; serrated – lower shoreface to offshore transition, debris flows, and canyon
fill; bell – tidal point bar or ridge and fluvial to marine gravity flows; and barrel – sandy offshore
bar, mixed tidal flat, and transgressive shelf sands. (Figure 50). In a broad sense, these
depositional environments represent subaqueous delta, carbonate bank, and mid shelf mud
systems from inner to outer shelf areas of the Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea.
From a sequence stratigraphic perspective, the shelf prism clinoforms represent
depositional episodes, parts of systems tracts, or shifts in depositional systems, depending on
the model used (Figure 51). Clinothems 1, 2, and 3 represent three depositional episodes
separated by hiatal surfaces (Clinoform Horizons 1, 2, and 3 and Basal Horizon), according the
depositional episode model (Figure 51). Thus, the clinoform horizons are interpreted to be
distinct depositional time lines that cross through lithologic units. When the Exxon “slug” model
is applied, Basal Horizon is interpreted as a sequence boundary. Clinothem 1 is interpreted to
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Figure 49: Seismic-based Amplitude Map – Clinoform Horizon 2. uninterpreted (upper);
interpreted carbonate bank (lower)
include a lowstand systems tract with a lowstand delta, described below, overlain by highstand
mid-shelf deposits. The delta-scale clinoforms that form the lowstand delta are interpreted as a
parasequence set within Clinothem 1. The parasequence set consists of a series of
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Figure 50: Log Motif Interpretation on Well A
progradational, normal regressions bounded by the Basal Horizon, sequence boundary and the
Transgressive Surface (Figure 52). Clinothem 2 represents part of the highstand systems tract
characterized by offshore muds and the previously described, broad, carbonate bank.
Clinothem 3 represents highstand to falling stage systems tracts that could include nearshore or
subaerial delta deposits. Clinoform Horizon 3 is interpreted as a sequence boundary and is the
upper limit of interpretation. The Exxon “slug” model interpretation of seismic and well log data
illustrates one complete 4th order sequence across the 120-square mile area (Figure 4). This
sequence includes a lowstand delta wedge, transgressive surface, highstand offshore muds and
carbonate bank, and falling stage deposits. The entire lithostratigraphic succession passes
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Figure 51: Cross Section C-C’ – Depositional Episode Based Interpretation. Clinothems are
synonymous with depositional episodes and horizons with hiatal surfaces.

Figure 52: Cross Section C-C’ – Exxon “Slug” Based Interpretation
through siliciclastic, carbonate, and argillaceous lithologies, which alternate with sediment flux
changes, as expected by the reciprocal sedimentation model. During periods of high sediment
flux, deltas and associated facies prograded across the shelf to form delta-scale clinoforms
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within Clinothems 1 and 3, and offshore muds bypassed the delta-plain within Clinothems 1 and
2. During periods of low sediment flux, carbonate mounds and banks formed on the delta front
within Clinothem 1 and on the offshore muds within Clinothem 2. When reciprocal sedimentation
is considered in conjunction with the described systems tracts, the reciprocal sedimentation
accurately describes the alternation between the lowstand siliciclastic depositional system and
the highstand carbonate depositional system. The carbonate ramp model could not accurately
describe what was observed because of the dominance of siliciclastic deposits.
Delta Clinoforms
Subaqueous, delta scale clinoforms located in the southeastern portion of the research
area in seismic surveys A and D have an average total relief of approximately 300 feet.
Qualitatively, the delta clinoforms were of oblique, parallel morphology with individual clinoforms
top-lapping and on-lapping with irregular frequency (Figures 17 and 37). Oblique to parallelprogradational facies are indicative of high energy and are associated relative sea level
standstills or slow rises, fluvial deltas, and pro-delta turbidites with alternating sandstones and
marine shales. (Vail, et al., 1977). While not mappable at the seismic scale, quantitative
analysis of the clinoform geometries in cross sectional view reveals maximum slope gradients of
1.71 degrees at inflection points and average slope gradients of 0.81 degrees (Figures 16 and
37; Table 2). Average bottomset and topset slope gradients are very similar, 0.18 and 0.15
degrees respectively, and lower than foreset slope gradients, 1.52 degrees. The clinoform
trajectory angle increases from 0.07 degrees in the southeast corner up to 0.75 degrees at the
northwestern edge of the delta. The uppermost seismic reflectors of the delta clinoforms are
continuous and interpreted as progradational-aggradational geometries (Figure 37).
Lithostratigraphic interpretation of the subaqueous delta clinoforms reveals a siliciclasticdominant system except at the northwest edge of the clinoforms, where two limestone lenses
are interpreted (Figure 38). Several “clean”, non-argillaceous bodies are identified from
available well log data but are not be distinguished as siliciclastic or carbonate based on the
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available data. The carbonate bodies are lenticular, generally less than 20 feet thick, and drape
on top of siliciclastic, delta clinoforms at changes in morphologic, stacking pattern, and clinoform
trajectory of delta clinoforms; specifically, at trends from parallel to oblique morphology, strongly
progradational to progradational-aggradational stacking pattern, and 0.07 degrees to 0.75
degrees clinoform trajectory.
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Chapter 6 – Implications
The integration of three stratigraphic models with four interpretation methods in well log
and seismic data produces a comprehensive, geologic interpretation. The comprehensive,
geologic interpretation is best described by a time-step representation of the basin fill history.
The basin fill history reflects changes in relative sea level based on the Exxon “slug’,
depositional episode, and reciprocal sedimentation models, as well as the qualitative,
quantitative, and lithostratigraphic interpretations. The depositional history illustrates various
events that occurred during clinoform-clinothem development (Figure 53). The initial, Basal
Horizon, or Osage Layton, represents a hiatal or sequence boundary, which was buried by
basinal sediments of a sand-prone, subaqueous delta. These deposits included toe-of-slope
deposits such as amalgamated sheet sands, debris flows, and turbidites that are common for
subaqueous deltas (Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015).
Time 0 and Time 1: A sand-prone subaqueous delta progrades over the basinal deposits
to the middle of the research area during lowstand conditions (Time 0). It then progradeaggrades as the relative sea level begins to rise or sediment flux balances (Time 1). This
progradational delta cycle is interpreted as a parasequence set. The location of the delta
clinoforms as they downlap onto an underlying sequence boundary, and their relative position to
the shelf prism clinoforms at the bottom of Clinothem 1, suggests that the delta was part of a 5th
order cycle within the lowstand wedge that prograded across hiatal boundary on the Cherokee
Shelf. At several later intervals, the delta ceases siliciclastic deposition, allowing carbonate
buildups to form as Handford and Louckes (1977) describes as carbonate lowstand wedge caps
(Figure 54). Two distinct surfaces top the delta clinoforms at changes from: 1) progradation to
progradation-aggradation and 2) progradation-aggradation to retrogradation. During
retrogradation, the delta is interpreted to have retreated southeastward beyond the area as
accommodation space increased or sediment input decreased. This retrogradational event
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Figure 53: Time-step Series of Depositional History – Cross Section C-C’. solid arrow –
deposition vector; dashed arrow – sediment bypass vector.
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Figure 54: Carbonate buildup on a lowstand wedge because of reduced siliciclastic
sedimentation during early sea level rise (Handford & Loucks, 1977)
creates a transgressive surface upon which latter, highstand, progradational sediments are
deposited.
Time 2: During the succeeding highstand, offshore muds bypass the delta-plain and
deposit in the bathymetric low beyond the delta edge to the northwest. These offshore muds are
illustrated as an onlapping wedge (stipple pattern) on Figure 47. Clinoform Horizon 1, or Avant,
represents the first end of the first depositional episode as a hiatus during offshore mud
deposition and a transition from siliciclastic to carbonate influenced sediments.
Time 3 and Time 4: Sedimentation resumes as part of the second depositional episode.
Offshore muds continue to bypass the delta-plain and aggrade into the photic zone, similar to
observations made on the eastern shelf of the Anadarko Basin (Galloway, Yancey, & Whipple,
1977). A broad, carbonate bank then formed during an extended period of reduced
sedimentation on the paleobathymetric high created by the offshore muds (Time 3). Sediment
input increases, the carbonate bank was buried by more offshore, shelf deposits to end the
second depositional episode with Clinoform Horizon 2, or middle Tonkawa (Time 4). Clinoform
Horizon 2 marks the end of the second depositional episode and the transition from offshore
mud deposition to falling stage progradational deposits.
Time 5: Delta front or prograding shoreface deposits prograde across the offshore muds
and carbonate bank to the northwest during falling stage conditions and the third depositional
episode. Clinoform Horizon 3, or Tonkawa, marks the end of the third depositional episode, the
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upper sequence boundary of the entire section, and the truncation surface for falling stage
deposits.
The depositional history of Missourian rocks in western Osage County, Oklahoma
demonstrates interactions between relative sea level changes and sediment supply through
time. Clinoforms occurred at subaqueous delta and shelf prism scales. Clinoform orientations
illustrated paleodeposition to the northwest into a depocenter in the Late Pennsylvanian
Midcontinent Sea (LPMS), oblique to Missourian Stage outcrops and away from the defined
Arkoma and Anadarko basins in Oklahoma as Bennison (1995) concluded. Shelf prism
clinoform and paleobathymetric orientations, (N52E, 0.35NW) and (N73E, 0.24NW)
respectively, align with Missourian age outcrops of carbonate buildups in Oklahoma and
Kansas. The observed dip orientation of the clinoforms of interest suggested that sediment was
sourced from southeast. West (2015) hypothesized possible sediment sources for the area to
include the Ozark Uplift to the east or the Ouachita orogen south and southeast. This work
supported the Ouachita orogenic source hypothesis with the possibility that these sediments
could also have been reworked from the Arkoma Basin.
West (2015) interpreted the depositional setting as outer and inner shelves, and this
works supports that conclusion. Shelf prism clinoforms represent progradation of the shelf edge
across the Laurentian craton during the Late Pennsylvanian and major changes between
siliciclastic and carbonate depositional systems. Subaqueous delta clinoforms represent
systematic deposition of a sand-prone subaqueous delta by progradation and progradationaggradation during lowstand conditions on the Cherokee Platform. Delta clinoforms are oblique
to parallel with average inflection point slope gradients of 1.71 degrees, an angle sufficient to
induce gravity flows. Also, blocky log motifs are common throughout the delta succession.
When these results are combined, they suggest that debris flows, turbidites, or amalgamated
sheets sands were present on the epicontinental shelf. The repeated gravity flow type log
motifs, absence of lobate features in map view, seismic-time slices, the scale and slope
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gradients of the subaqueous delta clinoforms, and shore-parallel orientation are evidence of an
actual sand-prone, subaqueous delta in the research area. The absence of lobate features also
suggests that the delta may have been dominated by currents or tides as is diagnostic for
subaqueous deltas (Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015). Sand-prone, subaqueous deltas
have been associated with high wave and current velocities and relative decrease in energy
over time through transgression like what was observed in the Arafura Sea (Alongi, et al., 2011;
Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018). If the modern-day analog is valid for the LPMS, the wave
and current conditions of the AS may reflect oceanic conditions of the LPMS during the
Missourian in northeastern Oklahoma.
Delta scale clinoforms form orders of magnitude faster than shelf prism scale clinoforms
(Patruno, Hampson, & Jackson, 2015; Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018). While
chronostratigraphic or biostratigraphic data would be required to constrain local clinoform
progradation rates, generalized conclusions from Patruno, Hampson, and Jackson (2015) and
Miall (2010) suggested that 5th order, subaqueous delta clinoforms form every 100 to 100,000
years during progradation-retrogradation cycles, and 4th order, shelf prism clinoforms form every
10,000 to 1,000,000 years as part of shelf edge progradation. These time-cycle scales seemed
reasonable for the observed clinoforms and clinothems since the Missourian (Kasimovian)
Stage was estimated to be 3-7 million years’ duration (Cohen, Finney, & Gibbard, 2015; Heckel,
2008). However, an important fact must be considered when dating clinoforms. Clinothems are
dated, not clinoforms, because clinothems represent the stratal material between the bounding,
unconformable or correlative conformable, clinoform surfaces (Miall, 2010; Vail, et al., 1977).
The presence of shelf prism clinoforms of 600 feet of relief suggested that the LPMS was
deeper than 600 feet on the Cherokee Platform. Sea level changes were greater than 300 feet
based on relief differences between lowstand and highstand/falling stage deposits. This new
insight into the LPMS depths seemed abnormal for an epicontinental sea, when compared to
the modern Arafura Sea (230ft. avg. depth). However, when sea level changes were considered
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over time, glacio-eustatic processes could have accounted for large sea level changes during
the Late Pennsylvanian (Heckel, 2008; Isbell, Lenaker, Askin, Miller, & Babcock, 2003).
Additionally, active tectonism related to the Ouachita and Arbuckle orogenies could have
influenced the available local and regional accommodation space during the Missourian Stage
by far-field stress-induced movements of pre-existing faults in the area and a northnorthwestward shifting depocenter of the Arkoma Basin. The presence of a sand-prone
subaqueous delta supports this possibility. Patruno, Hampson, and Jackson (2015) noted that
“sand-prone delta-scale subaqueous clinoforms are more common in tectonically active
settings, such as … in the vicinity of compressional to transpressional plate boundaries.”
Additional Observations
Analysis of local geologic structure reveals minor faults, folds, and domes on the broad,
Prairie Plains homocline, which dips to the west at approximately 0.56 degrees (Figures 28 and
55). Supplemental seismic and well based structure maps of each horizon are provided in
Appendix F as Figures F1 through F14. Minor faults cut across the research area in the
Pennsylvanian section but are not mapped in this work, save one. A minor fault cuts across the
delta clinoforms to create the appearance of a pseudo-clinoform in seismic that skewed West’s
(2015) interpretation (Figures 55 and 56). This fault is also illustrated on applicable cross
sections in Appendix E. The extent of and effect on interpretation by the other unmapped faults
are unknown.
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Figure 55: Seismic-based Structure Map – Basal Horizon
Note: Domes are outlined by dashed, red ovals. Fault is shown as dashed, black line. Regional
dip shown in red. Cool colors (i.e. purples, blues) are deep areas, and hot colors (i.e. reds,
yellows) are shallow areas.

Figure 56: Cross Section D-D’ illustrating fault that skewed West’s (2015) interpretation.
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Chapter 7 – Summary
Integrated analysis of well and geophysical data with multiple geologic models provides
a comprehensive geologic interpretation of the subsurface in Osage County, Oklahoma.
Seismic and well log data provides sufficient evidence to define the shelf prism and delta scale
clinoforms first observed by West (2015) on the Cherokee Platform. Systems tracts,
depositional episodes, and depositional system successions are interpreted at seismic scale
and calibrated with well log correlation and motif as well as seismic reflector character within a
geologic context. Shelf-prism and delta scale clinoforms of Missourian age are observed in 3D
seismic and well logs and interpreted in an integrated manner using qualitative, quantitative,
lithostratigraphic, and sequence stratigraphic methods.
The integrated analysis reveals sigmoidal, shelf-prism clinoforms with up to 600 feet of
relief, dipping up to 0.75°; and oblique, parallel, subaqueous delta clinoforms with up to 300 feet
of relief, dipping up to 1.52°. Stratigraphically, the clinoforms indicate progradation of sediment
to the northwest with a strike orientation of 052°. This depositonal orientation is oblique to the
basin floor oriented 073°, which may dip to the northwest or southwest. If the basin floor dips to
the northwest, the depocenter was shifting to the northwest as Bennison (1995) suggested. If
the basin floor dips to the southeast, the depocenter was to the southeast as Algeo, Heckel,
Maynard, Blakey, and Rowe (2008) suggest, and the clinoforms developed on an opposing
basin floor. From a structural standpoint, regional geologic structure dips due west at 0.56°
today. Clinoforms and clinothems are interpreted from paired seismic-well log cross sections,
isochron, isopach, and structure maps.
Lithostratigraphic and sequence stratigraphic interpretation illustrate three clinothems,
interpreted as depositional episodes, and a reciprocating carbonate-siliciclastic system
comprising of delta, offshore shelf, and carbonate buildup depositional systems. The
stratigraphic succession may also be interpreted as a 4th order sequence including: 1) falling
stage to lowstand sand-prone subaqueous delta with carbonate capping buildups 2)
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transgressive to highstand delta, offshore shelf and carbonate bank, and 3) falling stage
nearshore or delta deposits. Reciprocal sedimentation effectively explains how carbonate banks
and mounds relate spatially to siliciclastic sediment input in northeastern Oklahoma during the
Missourian Stage, Late Pennsylvanian.
Previous understanding of the Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea suggests that the
epicontinental sea was approximately 150 feet average depth across the southern Midcontinent
during the Missourian Stage, and deepened towards the Arkoma and Anadarko Basins to the
south. The results of this work demonstrate that the Late Pennsylvanian Midcontinent Sea floor
was in water depths greater than 600 feet in Osage County, Oklahoma and the basin sloped
either to the southeast, toward major, southern basins, or away from the major basins as part of
a shifting Arkoma Basin depocenter to the north-northwest.
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Chapter 8 – Future Work
Direct geological evidence, such as cores or cuttings, will be required to verify the
geologic interpretations provided herein. Additionally, a structural study of the Pennsylvanian
System within the dataset will be necessary to determine the timing, and possible
syndepositional effects, of faults and folds in the area. In regional terms, well log correlations
across Osage County and neighboring counties are under revision using modern exploration
technologies and stratigraphic concepts to hopefully resolve many longstanding, stratigraphic
conflicts in northeastern Oklahoma (Allen, 2018).
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Appendix B – Seismic Survey Information

Company:
Acquisition Company:
Processing Company:
Date:
CRS:
Processing Grid Azimuth (deg.):
Area (sq. mi.):
Location:
Processing:
Seismic Datum (ft.):
Bin Size:
Sample Length (sec.):
Sample Rate (ms.):
Source Type:
Vibroseis Sweep (Hz, sec.)
CMP fold nominal:
Inline Range:
Crossline Range:
Inlines:
Crosslines:
CDP range:
Polarity:
Bypass Filters (Hz)
Replacement Velocity (ft/s)
Bandwidth @ -20dB (Hz):
Bandwidth @ -20dB (octaves):
Frequency Dominant (Hz):
Nyquist Frequency (Hz):
Velocity for Resolution (ft/s):
Wavelength, γ (ft.):
Lateral Resolution, γ/2 (ft.):
Vertical Resolution, γ/4 (ft.):
Detectability, γ/25 (ft.):
Survey Bulk Shift (ms):
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Survey A
Chevron USA
Western Geophysical
N/A
1997
NAD 27 Oklahoma North
89.245362
48
T24N R6E
DMO + 3D Stolt + F-X PostSTM
"+1000"
110ft x 110ft
2
2
4 Vibroseis Trucks, Dynamite, Mini-hole
8-120, 8
30
5001-5282
9975-10300
281
325
N/A
Normal
N/A
8000
4.7-124.6
4.7
65
250
10,000
155
77
39
6
0

Survey B
Chevron USA
N/A
N/A
1990s
NAD 27 Oklahoma North
89.245362
approx. 45
T25N R4E-T25N R5E
DMO + 3D Stolt + F-X PostSTM
"+1200"
66ft x 66ft
2
2
N/A
N/A
70
3632-4031
10876-11596
399
720
N/A
Normal
N/A
N/A
10.6-104.1
3.3
57
250
10,000
174
87
44
7
-21

Survey C
Private Company
N/A
N/A
1/30/2007
NAD 27 Oklahoma North
0
5.1
T25N R6E
3D Mig w/ Extension
"+1300"
110ft x 55ft
2
2
N/A
N/A
63
1-194
1-134
194
134
1-23862
Normal
14-112
10,000
14.7-107.5
2.9
61
250
10,000
164
82
41
7
-29

Survey D
Private Company
N/A
Sterling Seismic Services Ltd.
5/16/2006
NAD 27 Oklahoma North
365.31683
21.5
T25N R6E -T25N R7E
full 3D FDTM, CDP migrated
"+1300"
110ft x 55ft
2
2
N/A
N/A
N/A
1-544
1-385
543
384
1-209440
Normal
18/96
10,000
18.1-91.0
2.3
55
250
10,000
183
92
46
7
-75.5

Composite
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
2/2017
NAD 27 Oklahoma North
0
approx. 120
T24N R4E - T26N R8E
Multiple
0
110ft x 110ft
2
2
N/A
N/A
N/A
1-530
1-1008
530
1008
N/A
Normal
N/A
10000
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
N/A
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Well Name

API Number

Agency_Well_2
Aggie_1_"A"-36
Alred_1
Alred_2
Alred_2-23
Alred_3
Alred_3-27
Alred_4
Alred_5
Ames_3-1
Big_Elk_1
Boulter_35-2
Carl_1
Cinco_1-A
Cisco_1-A
Clear_Creek_1
Cliffhanger_1
Cook_5
Dale_2
Daniels_1
Darrell_1-B
Decker_1_"A"
Drummond_1-10
Drummond_1-11
Drummond_1-K
Drummond_Ranch_2
Drummond-Strohm_1

35113250500000
35113297520000
35113245690000
35113253280000
35113260840000
35113254120000
35113295310000
35113406010000
35113254640000
35113287540000
35113409780000
35113285330000
35113241120000
35113263670000
35113268740000
35113272470000
35113295920000
35113262970000
35113234490000
35113221860000
35113263630000
35113281620000
35113260350000
35113268750000
35113220990000
35113278990000
35113248380000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2341309.2
2410421.08
2441887.53
2441888.43
2432815.52
2440605.24
2429479.21
2440600.86
2441881.48
2399244.32
2365280.11
2402478.88
2378856.81
2433150.36
2390136.73
2430285.24
2371394.98
2405783.95
2375865.1
2344662.4
2393491.19
2392587.34
2426693.57
2433044.04
2430459.67
2427744.92
2429376.48

Latitude
(Y-ft)
588503.17
584623.35
597010.94
597331.36
598218.83
596998.36
593526.05
597660.96
598347.1
582509.4
590052.84
583206.62
560134.82
592602.19
597930
612631.78
569713.96
583890.65
604918.02
583562.87
612132.24
585766.56
607254.51
605770.17
602060.82
601320.84
605984.07

Elevation
(ft amsl)
904
996
1081
1100
1126
1078
1104
1074
1073
1008
1028
1060
812
1049
966
1012
959
985
891
868
1078
1070
1089
1082
1104
1080
1106

Total Depth
(ft)
2448
3201
2550
2621
3100
2530
3082
2591
2424
2922
3327
2959
3512
3057
3383
2992
3197
2764
2915
3410
2930
3025
3107
3025
2736
3072
3114

Well Type
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
OIL
OIL
DRY
DHSO&G
DRY
DHSG
OIL
DRY
DRY
OIL
DHSO&G
DRY
DRY
DRY
OIL
DRY
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Well Name

API Number

E._Greyhorse_2-1
East_Chuck_1-A
Eleanor_1
Eleanor_2
Fletcher_6
Fletcher_9
George_B._Smith_23-1
Gray_Horse_Creek_1-A
Gray_Horse_Creek_3-24
Grayhorse_13-1
Grayhorse_14-1
Grayhorse_2-14
Grayhorse_2-3
Grayhorse_35-3
Greyhorse_2-5
Greyhorse_2-6
Greyhorse_2-7
Greyhorse_2-8
Greyhorse_29-1
H-10
Hadden_A-1
Harrison_1
Harrison_1
Harrison_1-25
Harrison_1A
Harrison_4-35
Higgins_10
Higgins_11
Higgins_9

35113372110000
35113281770000
35113267430000
35113269700000
35113205130000
35113206620000
35113292620000
35113263910000
35113297040000
35113295010000
35113291370000
35113412600000
35113279060000
35113293870000
35113287530000
35113290290000
35113291690000
35113292740000
35113281030000
35113271300000
35113213340000
35113249330000
35113218620000
35113292000000
35113248640000
35113414530000
35113280260000
35113287290000
35113272490000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2406442.27
2399700.9
2441869.84
2441196.37
2393826.56
2393834.88
2369754.06
2407402.14
2405438.23
2407967.59
2403425.51
2400748.98
2401922.59
2401157.87
2401260.48
2401245.34
2401898.25
2400579.25
2388579.12
2396328.31
2334634.82
2336405.05
2331071.83
2345237.93
2339937.25
2337396.88
2443194.64
2443804.94
2442531.6

Latitude
(Y-ft)
585902.54
593138.6
599664.98
600328.13
609515.37
610822.6
597013.69
566390.07
565666.67
571014.79
569632.16
567369.85
581014.22
583191.64
581325.29
581984.09
582532.14
582371.58
589709.34
614177.79
599947.28
585452.09
592201.61
589853.92
595732.05
582263.54
599011.97
599017.83
599001.66

Elevation
(ft amsl)
1015
1053
1030
1060
961
1012
1018
922
879
932
974
941
1003
1010
997
1001
1008
1008
987
1072
1054
1010
992
909
1025
925
1080
1080
1068

Total Depth
(ft)
2921
3349
2554
2589
2826
2864
3642
2852
3108
3278
3300
3316
2925
2843
2904
2900
2910
2940
3401
2899
3070
3489
2973
3446
3587
3908
2583
2654
2558

Well Type
DHSO
DRY
OIL
DHSO
OIL
OIL
DHSO
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DHSO
DRY
DRY
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
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Well Name

API Number

Hiscal_1
Jakie_Harrison_1-A
Jeanie_1
Joan_2
Well K
Well H
Well J
Well D
Kah_Wah_2-1
Kah_Wah_3_"A"
Kah-Wah_2-"A"
Kahwah_2-2
Kelly_SWD-1
Kennedy_"C"_1
Ki_Chi_Wah_1-A
Little_Chief_12
Little_Chief_8
Lucy_3-"B"
Lucy_5B
Marcus_1-C
Mason_2
Mathis_1
Mathis_Unit_Tract_5-8
Matthew_Kane_2-A
Mckinley_6-13
Well A
Well L
Molly_1-A
Morris_10-2

35113402180000
35113248390000
35113250750000
35113412340000
35113999999998
35113999999997
35113999999996
35113999999995
35113284840000
35113268630000
35113264190000
35113286690000
35113231210000
35113067540000
35113264430000
35113288130000
35113249670000
35113286930000
35113292270000
35113291120000
35113412330000
35113248940000
35113260870000
35113402480000
35113414850000
35113999999994
35113999999993
35113285470000
35113287550000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2393156.64
2332079.13
2369310.58
2365116.73
2391XXX.XX
2389XXX.XX
2390XXX.XX
2391XXX.XX
2402565.16
2403225.67
2402916.65
2403218.05
2377276.96
2423381.46
2400630.12
2387681.73
2387214.04
2396753.98
2396002.48
2393151.03
2387197.03
2352427.93
2370748.66
2426002.37
2407491.73
2387XXX.XX
2389XXX.XX
2392820.57
2394753.08

Latitude
(Y-ft)
612783
590385.64
578242.86
587913.55
602XXX.XX
601XXX.XX
603XXX.XX
601XXX.XX
581671.37
581680.71
580693.29
582219.46
604641.78
609229.49
580005.7
604526.65
606125.95
574107.85
572389.83
612127.54
583409.97
595177.51
606496.66
609923.97
567727.55
599XXX.XX
599XXX.XX
571395.54
576712.43

Elevation
(ft amsl)
1088
981
850
1034
997
1014
1033
1031
1014
1016
1008
1019
921
1079
995
921
963
951
970
1093
913
1015
1033
1068
928
950
1054
919
930

Total Depth
(ft)
2993
3574
3094
3744
3105
3299
3202
3200
2923
2922
2914
3450
2093
3026
2913
3342
3035
3248
2898
2948
3433
3357
3153
3049
3286
4544
3136
2955
2843

Well Type
DRY
DRY
DRY
DHSG
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
INJECT
OIL
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
OIL
OIL
DRY
OIL
DRY
OIL
STAR
STAR
DRY
TA
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Well Name

API Number

Moursund_1
N._Strohm_3-9
N._Strohm_9-2
N.E._Strohm_10-1
Nelson_1
New_Joe_1-A
N._Strohm_9-5
North_Strohm_9-4
Northwest_Greyhorse_1-"A"
OHC_2-1
Osage_7
Osage_9-1
Osage_NW-7-25-7_3
Osage_Russell_1
Osage_Russell_2
Osage-Davis_25-5-21-1-C
Osage-Davis_25-5-32-1-C
Osage-Davis_Bros_24-5-3-1C
Osage-Davis_Bros_24-5-6-1-C
Osage-Davis_Bros_25-4-36-1C
Osage-Davis_Bros_25-5-8-1C
Osage-Davis_Bros._25-5-14-1C
Oxley_8-18
Oxley_West_1-A
Petroleum_Reserve_Corp_1-A
Piggott_"A"_D-5
Piggott_"A"_D-8
Piggott_"A"_D-9
Piggott_1-D

35113206320000
35113297310000
35113288800000
35113292860000
35113225750000
35113293680000
35113291930000
35113291920000
35113264280000
35113288230000
35113217080000
35113404810000
35113259310000
35113216570000
35113218320000
35113410320000
35113410340000
35113410300000
35113409990000
35113410020000
35113410030000
35113410310000
35113285920000
35113246540000
35113271540000
35113233270000
35113270170000
35113281610000
35113063460000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2332292.74
2426661.37
2425349.31
2428003.53
2337291.74
2418199.98
2426019.15
2424707.84
2390174.2
2401902.04
2351500.22
2331220.51
2412206.42
2334967.91
2334983.36
2359544.14
2353773.96
2363660.16
2352309.5
2343718.2
2356159.99
2370062.83
2442998.8
2444454.71
2389593.49
2377957.41
2378580.86
2378596.54
2377285.56

Latitude
(Y-ft)
598492.64
610578.3
609262.46
609298.59
598332.94
599711.77
608606.16
608608.42
573321.63
579972.63
579976.43
605408.71
607925.88
597322.49
596008.32
597767.73
582491.25
581057.4
581967.03
583467.73
605101.67
601029.98
601226.32
599690.63
575840.46
607971.35
605205.22
604688.42
605985.4

Elevation
(ft amsl)
1087
1077
1064
1065
1060
1049
1076
1058
873
991
933
1118
1189
1020
1017
1016
900
1000
918
872
1071
1042
1013
1046
877
947
972
983
914

Total Depth
(ft)
3020
3077
3077
3071
3013
2682
3081
3045
3409
2935
3304
3596
3426
2980
2961
4045
3425
3400
3463
3990
3492
3358
2550
2618
3321
3066
3074
3113
2947

Well Type
OIL
DHSG
OIL
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
DHSO&G
DHSO&G
OIL
OIL
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
DRY
OIL
DRY
GAS
DRY
OIL
DHSG
DHSO&G
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
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Well Name

API Number

Piggott_1C
Piggott_A_D-6
Piggott_D_3
Prati_1
Remington_2
Reuben_3
Rissman_1
Well E
Ruben_2
S_B_U_S-D15
Seltzer_5
Silas_4
Smith_1
Smith_1
Solomon_Creek_20-1
South_Burbank_Unit_M-13
Southwest_Burbank_2-15
SSKW_4
Steakley_36-1
Stinberg_1
Stith_1
Strohm_10
Strohm_11
Strohm_2
Strohm_3-8
Strohm_9-1
Strohm_9-3
Strohm_9-7
Stroud_17

35113063450000
35113234500000
35113063490000
35113250740000
35113280760000
35113270180000
35113268070000
35113999999991
35113267940000
35113412050000
35113256480000
35113225760000
35113248950000
35113221950000
35113291380000
35113272820000
35113277230000
35113409350000
35113280890000
35113221870000
35113221650000
35113298190000
35113298200000
35113253880000
35113296220000
35113286840000
35113288810000
35113293980000
35113258320000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2375988.88
2377308.91
2378672.83
2368194.14
2357377.27
2383470.44
2407124.74
2382XXX.XX
2383975.73
2398244.38
2391338.15
2334127.46
2366169.04
2364335.95
2387870.26
2399144.02
2363531.13
2411774.1
2405610.96
2360951.61
2368098.66
2426666.29
2427186.89
2423052.29
2426662.39
2424701.05
2425356.22
2425360.63
2442575.68

Latitude
(Y-ft)
605320.16
605330.34
606011.1
591921.71
598570.58
605492.74
579435.08
600XXX.XX
604571.11
606562.07
608305.02
595674.24
600590.08
586072.2
596282.47
608934.03
599908.21
608407.52
555791.47
598546.47
573628.8
609271.24
609570.33
609271.93
609922.93
609260.07
608603.54
607915.44
593708.28

Elevation
(ft amsl)
889
925
976
918
1029
903
948
953
900
1015
978
1040
1021
1013
929
991
993
1160
956
1002
946
1093
1079
1080
1082
1080
1068
1073
1115

Total Depth
(ft)
2925
3026
3024
3083
3700
2943
2856
3073
2891
3277
2882
2979
3272
3269
3373
2816
3638
3260
3265
3276
3235
3070
3076
3202
3078
3060
3087
3074
2891

Well Type
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
OIL
OIL
STAR
OIL
OTHER
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
GAS
DRY
DRY
OIL
DRY
DRY
DHSO&G
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
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Well Name

API Number

Swanson_"B"_5
Swanson_7-B
Sylvester_2
TED-OK_3_"A"
Theis_1
Three_Mile_1_"D"
Three_Mile_Canyon_2
Well C
Tipp_3
Tract_140_15
Tract_140_16
Tract_232_10
Uncle_Harry_1-"B"
Uno_1
Virginia_1-A
Virginia_2-A
W._Atlantic_1-"A"
Wayman_1
Wayman_1-13
Wayne_1
Webb_4
Wesley_1-33
Well B
Well F
Well G
Wilson_1

35113269690000
35113281170000
35113288490000
35113281630000
35113289940000
35113279690000
35113272350000
35113999999990
35113253340000
35113409230000
35113409520000
35113410050000
35113290650000
35113263650000
35113251710000
35113254480000
35113264170000
35113243740000
35113291750000
35113295510000
35113413060000
35113412720000
35113999999986
35113999999988
35113999999987
35113248080000

Longitude
(X-ft)
2386551.57
2386556.89
2382762.2
2399266.63
2382351.12
2395316.08
2390739.58
2380XXX.XX
2410846.31
2393509.19
2392926.31
2393500.64
2404160.13
2384940.34
2424360.59
2423045.38
2438277.73
2346848.11
2343871.42
2431945.32
2401112.94
2389688.77
2381XXX.XX
2382XXX.XX
2383XXX.XX
2371923.97

Latitude
(Y-ft)
605654.55
604398.49
607547.64
584479.45
600147.35
577408.36
579213.04
601XXX.XX
614358.12
604249.76
604179.82
603594.27
576243.5
570934.9
610256.28
609934.5
595298.5
603694.22
599715.05
610701.67
602225.87
583047.07
600XXX.XX
601XXX.XX
602XXX.XX
579598.46

Elevation
(ft amsl)
950
909
1018
1003
914
929
912
886
1030
1044
1032
1046
950
803
1076
1085
1082
983
945
1077
1099
927
910
980
1006
868

Total Depth
(ft)
2925
2832
3022
2752
2969
3344
2970
2893
3074
2998
2997
3032
2694
3359
3383
2875
3025
3389
3402
3032
3348
3415
3157
3382
3176
3099

Well Type
OIL
OIL
OIL
OIL
DRY
DRY
DHSO&G
STAR
GAS
OIL
OIL
OIL
DHSO&G
DHSG
OIL
OIL
DHSG
DRY
DRY
OIL
OIL
OIL
STAR
STAR
STAR
OIL

Appendix D – Time-Thickness Conversion
Incremental Thickness
Thickness (ft)
Time (ms)
10
1.7
20
3.5
40
6.9
50
8.6
75
13
100
17
125
22
150
26
200
35
250
43
300
52
350
60
400
69
450
78
500
86
550
95
600
104
650
112
700
121
750
130
800
138
850
147
900
156

Time (ms)
1.0
2.0
5.0
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
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Incremental Time
Thickness (ft)
5.8
12
29
58
87
116
174
232
289
347
405
463
521
579
723
868
1013
1158
1302
1447
1592
1736
1881
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Figure E1: Seismic profile line locations by state plane coordinate system

89

Figure E2: Well log cross section locations by state plane coordinate system
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Figure E 3: Cross section A-A’ on structural dip orientation

91

Figure E4: Cross section B-B’ on depositional dip orientation
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Figure E5: Cross section C-C’ on depositional dip orientation
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Figure E6: Cross section D-D’ on depositional dip orientation
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Figure E7: Cross section E-E’ on depositional dip direction

95

Figure E8: Cross section F-F’ on depositional strike orientation

96

Figure E9: Cross section G-G’ on depositional strike orientation

97

Figure E10: Cross section H-H’ on depositional strike orientation

98

Figure E11: Cross section J-J’ on depositional strike orientation
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Figure E12: Cross section K-K’ on oblique depositional dip orientation to a long, continuous transect across the western portion of the area
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Figure E13: Cross section L-L’ on an oblique depositional dip orientation to show a long, continuous transect across the eastern portion of the area

101

Figure E14: Quantitative analysis of cross section B-B’
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Figure E15: Quantitative analysis of cross section C-C’
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Figure E16: Lithostratigraphic interpretation of cross section B-B’

104

Figure E17: Lithostratigraphic interpretation of cross section C-C’

105

Figure E18: Sequence stratigraphic interpretation of cross section B-B’

106

Figure E19: Sequence stratigraphic interpretation of cross section C-C’
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Figure F1: Research area boundary by state plane coordinate system
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Figure F2: Seismic survey locations by state plane coordinate system
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Figure F3: Well locations by public land survey system, or “township and range”
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Figure F4: Well locations by state plane coordinate system
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Figure F5: Time-structure map of Structural Horizon using seismic data
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Figure F6: Depth-structure map of Structural Horizon using well log data
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Figure F7: Time-structure map of Basal Horizon using seismic data
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Figure F8: Depth-structure map of Basal Horizon using well log data
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Figure F9: Time-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 1 using seismic data
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Figure F10: Depth-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 1 using well log data
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Figure F11: Time-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 2 using seismic data
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Figure F12: Depth-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 2 using well log data
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Figure F13: Time-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 3 using seismic data
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Figure F14: Depth-structure map of Clinoform Horizon 3 using well log data
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Figure F15: Isochron map of Clinothem 1 and the paleodepositional surface of Clinoform Horizon 1 using seismic data
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Figure F16: Isopach map of Clinothem 1 and the paleodepositional surface of Clinoform Horizon 1 using well log data
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Figure F17: Isochron map of Clinothem 2 using seismic data
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Figure F18: Isopach map of Clinothem 2 using well log data
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Figure F19: Isochron map of the paledepostional surface of Clinoform Horizon 2 using seismic data
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Figure F20: Isopach map of the paleodepositional surface of Clinoform Horizon 2 using well log data
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Figure F21: Isochron map of Clinothem 3 using seismic data
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Figure F22: Isopach map of Clinothem 3 using well log data
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Figure F23: Isochron map of the paleobathymetric surface, upon which the clinoforms formed, and the paleodepositional surface of Clinoform Horizon 3 using seismic data. Paleobathymetry deepens to the southeast.
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Figure F24: Isopach map of the paleobathymetric surface, upon which the clinoforms formed, and the paleodepositional surface of Clinoform Horizon 3 using well log data. Paleobathymetry deepens to the southeast.
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Figure F25: Seismic amplitude map of Clinoform Horizon 2
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Figure F26: Seismic amplitude map of Clinoform Horizon 2 showing the spatial extent of the carbonate bank.
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